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Completion theorem proving, as proposed by J. Hsiang (1982), is based on the observation that 
proving a first order formula is equivalent to solving an equational system over a boolean polynomial 
ring. The latter can be accomplished by completing the set of rewrite rules obtained from the 
equational system. This method's basic deduction rule is the generation of a new rule from a divergent 
critical pair obtained by superposition of two rules. This paper elates uperposition tothe resolution 
rule, which is the basis of resolution theorem proving, extending Dietrich's result on the 
correspondence between completion and resolution from Horn clauses to arbitrary clauses. It is shown 
that each completion deduction that foUows Hsiang's N-strategy can be partitioned into sequences of 
superpositions that correspond to hyperresolution steps. However, such a correspondence does not 
exist for arbitrary completion deductions: There is a class of clause sets that preclude resolution 
refutations using each clause only once - a result which was given by R. Shostak - but admit 
completion refutations with this property, that is, such a completion refutation is shorter than any 
resolution refutation can be, 
Furthermore, we show by means of Shostak's theorem that the language of rings and ideals is well 
suited for short and elegant proofs of theorems about resolution deductions. 
1. I n t roduct ion  
J. Hsiang (1982) and (1985) proposed an alternative to the classical resolution based theorem 
proving. His completion method for proving first order predicate logic formulae is based on the 
following idea: Given a formula F of first order predicate logic, which is to be proven valid, 
transform ~F into a set {]1 .... J~} of boolean ring terms in normal form, that is a set of 
polynomials. Then F is valid iff the system of equations {]1=1 .... Jn=l} has no solution. 
Transform the equations into rewrite rules and complete these rules with the algorithm given by 
Knuth & Bendix (1970). The original formula is proved, if the Knuth-Bendix compleiion algorithm 
derives the rule 1--40 from this system of rewrite rules. Like resolution theorem proving, the 
completion i ference system consists of two parts: deduction and reduction. Deduction proceeds by 
the formation of critical pairs of two rules and deriving new rules from critical pairs. Reduction 
takes place by rewriting rules into simpler ules. 
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In analogy to resolution theorem proving, the greatest obstacle to the efficiency of completion 
theorem proving is the extent of the search space for generating critical pairs. Removing redundant 
information is one means to reduce this search space. Reduction thus accounts heavily for the 
efficiency of completion based theorem provers. Another means to manage the search space is 
provided by various trategies that restrict he possibilities to generate critical pairs. In this paper we 
consider only the N-strategy, as it is proposed by J. Hsiang (1985). This strategy requires one 
partner of each superposition step to be a rule of the form m-o0, with m being a product of atoms. 
Considering the relation between completion theorem proving and the classical resolution 
calculus, the following questions arise: What is the relation between the basic terms of the two 
methods, and how can the basic deduction mechanisms of the two methods be related? The answer 
to the fn'st question is given by the transformation mapping from predicate logic formulae to boolean 
ring terms. The restriction of this mapping to the subset of clauses yields a bijective mapping from 
the set of clauses to its equivalent in the boolean ring, the set of so called clause terms. The second 
question concerns the translation between the resolution step and the critical pair generation. Kaput 
& Narendran (1985) showed that the basic step of the resolution calculus, the resolution of two 
clauses C and D, earl be translated into a superposition step of the roles corresponding toC and D, 
respectively. A translation in the other direction is not possible in general, since the set of clause 
terms is not closed under he  superposition operation. A translation has been investigated, however, 
by R. Dietrich (1986) under two restrictions, namely the restriction to I-Isiang's N-strategy on the 
set of Horn clauses. He showed that the step of superposing two Horn clause rules can be lranslated 
into a resolution step. 
This paper deals with the possibilities and limits of relating resolution and superposition i
general. First, we show that there is no simple way to relate arbitrary completion proofs to 
resolution proofs. R. Shostak (1979) provided a class of clause sets that preclude resolution refuta- 
tions using each clause only once. However, each clause set of this class admits a completion 
refutation using each clause only once, that is, which is shorter than any resolution refutation can 
be. This example illustrates the limits of an attempt to relate completion and resolution. 
The situation is quite different for N-refutations, that are completion refutations following the N- 
strategy. It is shown in tiffs paper, that in this case sequences of superpositions can be collected into 
one hyperresolution step. This yields a transformation of N-refutations into hyperresolution 
refutations. The proof of this result proceeds in a way well-known from completeness proofs: First 
the result is established for propositional logic and then it is transferred tofirst order predicate logic 
by means of a particular lifting lemma. 
So far, we only have taken the deduction rules into account. Of course, any comparision between 
the two methods is incomplete without considering the reduction rules, particularly if the issue of 
efficiency is concerned. However, the objective of this paper is not to compare the methods in terms 
of efficiency, but to shed some light onto the relation between the two approaches in order to 
achieve the possibility that each method can profit from the other. For instance, some of the well 
worked out and complete strategies for the resolution calculus like the set-of-support strategy or lock 
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resolution (el. Chang & Lee (1973)) could be applied in the completion method. A better 
understanding of the relationship between the two methods could also help to integrate extensions of 
the classical resolution, like theory resolution, into the completion method. The issue of comparing 
the two systems' reduction rules is dealt with in MUller & Socher (1988). In fact, it turns out that 
reduction by rewriting is stronger than rules like removing subsumed or tautologous clauses, that is, 
each of these rules is an "instance" of rewriting. But it is not known, whether there is a clause set 
that can be refuted only by reduction, but not with the resolution reduction rules. 
Another objective of this paper is to show that proofs, formulated in terms of elanses and 
resolution, can be aceomplished qually well in the language of rings and ideals. 
In the following we assume the reader to be familiar with the most basic notions of first order 
predicate logic and the basic theory of rings, which can be found in Chang & Lee (1973), Loveland 
(1978) and van tier Waerden (1971), respectively. 
2.The Completion Method 
This section gives a brief overview on the completion proof procedure as it is proposed by 
Hsiang. 
Let (A,A,V,~,0,1) be a boolean algebra, e.g. of the quantifier free predicate logic formulae. 
Then the structure (A,+,*,0,1) defined by 
x+y= (x A~y) V (---,X Ay) 
X*y = X Ay  
is a boolean ring. Boolean rings have the property that each term over (&,+,*,0,1) can be written 
as a polynomial in the form ~iI-[ jx i :  with x#~ A and xqmxik for all i j , k  with j / k .  This form is 
unique up to associativity and commutativity of + and *. We write nfBR(t) and call this form the 
normal form of t. 
The mapping q): (A,A,V,~,0,1)---> (A,+,*,0,1) that transforms a boolean algebra term into a 
boolean ring term, is given by 
acp = a 
(s A t)ffJ = S(p t(p 
(s v t)~p = S(p + t(p + sq) t(p 
(--~)~p -'- 1 + S~ 
for a~ A and boolean algebra terms and t. 
Let F be a predicate logic formula, which is to be refuted. We can assume that ~" is already 
transformed into a quantifier free form. Then 5 r, which is essentially a boolean algebra term, is 
represented by the equality nfBR(9q)) = 1 or equivalently ~BR(~F(p) = 0. This process in genera[ 
results in a set of equalities over the boolean ring, according to the structure of 
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In order to prove the unsolvability of such a set of boolean equalities, each equality of the form 
s=t is transformed into a boolean rewrite rule s--->t .Then the Knuth-Bendix completion procedure is
applied to the resulting set of rules. Note that the question, how the equations are transformed into 
rules, does not matter In our context. 
A boolean ring term t is called an N-term (sometimes also called a monomial), if it is a product of 
atoms. A rewrite rule t--->0, where t is a boolean ring term in normal form, is called a boolean 
rule. A boolean rule t---~0 is called an N-rule, if t is an N-term. 
~2~2 Def'mition: 
Let t t and t 2 be N-terms. 
(i) tt and t 2 are BN-unif iable under o iff 0 is a most general unifier (cf. Herold (1983)) for tl 
and t 2 under the theory of associativity and commutativity of *. 
(ii) Let  t 1 = UlS 1 and t z = u2s 2. Then (slt2)r is an overlap of t 1 and t 2 iff ul and u 2 are BN- 
unifiable under c~. We say that the overlap is on the pair (ul,u2) in this case. 
(iii) Let rx, r 2 be boolean rules, written in the form hd 1 ~ tl 1 and hd 2 ---> tl 2 with monomials hd I, 
hd  2. (s,t~ is called a critical pair of the two rules iff there is an overlap (hdls2)o = (hd2sx)o 
o f  hd t and hd 2 such that s=(t l ls~o and ~(tl2sl)cJ. (s,t~ is called divergent, if nfBR(s+ 0 * 0, 
Let 
rl = Pxb*Qx ---> Qa 
r2 = Pay*Ry ---> Rb 
The left sides have an overlap PabQaRb = (hdl*Ry)o = (hd2*Qx)a,  with the most general unifier 
~={x-->a, y--->b}. The corresponding critical pair is (QaRb,RbQa),  which is not divergent, as the 
elements of the pair have the same normal forms. 
Now we are ready to clef'me the basic inference rule of the completion algorithm. 
~..4 Def'mition: 
Let r 1 and r 2 be boolean rules. We say that the rule s--->t results from superposition of the two 
rules iff these two rules determine a divergent critical pair (s',t'), and s = nfBR(S~, t = nfBR(t') 
holds. 
Let ~P,..be a set of boolean rules. We define To := Rand To:= {superpositions of r2,r 2 1 r~,r2~ 
~P~k}. We call k.Jk~ N ~'~k the completion of Tu 
The method sketched above is refutation complete: 
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2.5 Theorgm: 
Let 5rbe a quantifier free first-order formula and let Rbe a set of rewrite rules obtained from 
Then 5ris unsatisfiable iff the rule 1--->0 is in the completion of 9~ 
As in resolution theorem proving, the size of the search space renders completion proofs 
inefficient. Several strategies to prune the search space have been proposed: Kapur & Narendran 
(1985) use some well-founded ordering on monomials, and superpositions in this system are 
possible only on the maximal monomial of a term. Hsiang's N-strategy requires that one partner of 
each superposition is an N-term. L MUller (1987) uses a strategy still more restrictive than the N- 
strategy. In addition to the requirements of the N-strategy only overlaps on one atom are considered 
and superpositions are made "parallel" on all occurrences of a literal in a polynomial. In the 
following only the N-strategy is considered. 
There are two different ways to transform first order formulae into boolean rules. According to 
the clausal strategy the formulae first are transformed into a set of clauses, in the same way as it is 
done for classical resolution proofs. Then each clause is transformed into a rewrite rule. According 
to the nonclausal strategy, the formulae are directly transformed into boolean rules. However, as 
this way of transformation does not guarantee the existence of N-terms in the produced set of 
boolean rules, the N-strategy does not apply to the nonclausal strategy. For this reason we only 
consider the clausal strategy. 
A clause C = pj v...v Pn v --O1 v...v --On is represented by the equality nf~R(~C~o)=0. Since 
~C ffi ~Pl  ^ . . .^ ~Pn ^  ql ^ . . .^  qra, we have nftlR(~Ccp) = (l+Pl)...(l+pn)ql...q,,. Terms of 
this form, the clause terms, are the basis of the following considerations. 
The following example shows a completion refutation, based on the N-strategy. 
2.6 Example: 
Let C= {C 1, C 2, Cj} with C 1 =pvq,  C2= ~pvq,  C3 = ~q. These clauses correspond to the 
follwing boolean ring terms: c I ffi (l +p)(l +q) ffi l +p+q+pq, c2 = p(l  +q) ffi p+pq, c 3 = q and the 
system {cl--~0, c2--->0, c a --~0}. The superposition betweenp+pq.-oO and the N-rule q-->0 yields the 
N-rulep--->0. Then three superpositions of p--->0 and q~0 with l+p+q+pq-oO yield the rule 1--->0. 
3. Some Basic Properties of Boolean Rings 
This chapter describes the completion proof procedure in terms of boolean rings. It also provides 
some characteristic properties of boolean ring terms that correspond toclauses. The central inference 
rules of the resolution method as well as those of the completion method are interpreted as binary 
operators on the boolean ring, that is, we consider the superposition as an operation mapping the 
pair (tbt2) to the term r, instead of an operation building a new rule r~0 from two rules tl----~O, 
t2--->0. 
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This chapter deals with boolean rings that correspond to propositional logic. 
Let K:=GF(2), the field consisting of two elements, and let B be a f'mite set of variables. Let 
R=K[]B] be the polynomial ring over K with the additional condition a*a -- a for each aeR, (In the 
following we omit the * sign). We first deal with some elementary facts about boolean rings and 
their ideals. An ideal I of a ring R is a subset of R, which is a subgroup w.r.t, the addition and 
which is closed under multiplication with elements of R, that is x-ye l  and rxeI  holds for arbitrary 
x,ye I and re R. We say, that the ideal I is generated by some re R, iff l=rR={ rx I xr R }. Each ring 
R has the so called trivial ideals R and {0}. 
Fortunately, as our main result can be lifted from the ground case to the general case, we can 
restrict ourselves to propositional boolean rings. Yet, in order to be complete, we remark that the 
previously defined notions generalize to the first order case. There we deal with a set A~ of atomic 
formulae of a first order language and with the boolean polynomial ring R = K[AF]. A first order 
ideal I of R is a subset of R, which satisfies x-y e I, rx e I and xae I ,  for each x,yeI, reR and for 
each substitution r 
The following lernmata show that there is a one-to-one correspondence b tween the ideals of R 
and the elements of R. The relation of divisors between elements of R corresponds to the subset 
relation between ideals of R. All propositions about R can thus be formulated alternatively in terms 
of ideals or in terms of elements of the ring. We wiU mostly prefer the formulation using ideals, thus 
interpreting resolution and superposition asoperations on ideals, 
3,1 Lemrna: 
(i) R is a principal ring, that is, each ideal is generated by one element. 
(it) xR+yR -~ (x+y+xy)R holds for all x,ye R. 
Proof: (i) Le t /be  an ideal of R. Since R is finite, there are r I ..... rnEl such that l~rlR+...+rnR. Let 
r: = 1 + (l +rlXl +r2)... (l +r,) 
9 n Then the normal form orr is  ~_ai=l rL~ .., + ]-Ijn=l rj, hence re 1. Since (l+x)x = 0 for all xeR,  r i 
= rr i for each i~ { 1,..,n}. Thus I ~ rR. On the other hand re I implies rR ~ I. 
(ii) follows from the proof of (i) 
~.2 Corollary: 
Let I and J be ideals in R such that I=xR and J=yR. Then I c_ J iff y is a divisor of x. 
3.3 Lemma: 
I f  xR=yR then x=y, 
Proof: Let xR=yR. Then there are p,qe R with x=py and y= qx. Hence x=pqx, which implies x=qx, 
hence we have y=q~x.  
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In the following we give a definition of the basic concepts of completlon and resolution proving 
for propositional logic in terms of the boolean ring, 
3.4 Definition: 
(i) A term ce R is called a clause term, iff there are Pl .... ,Pn,ql ..... qme B with n,mL'O such 
that 
c = I-L% pi (t+qj) 
A literal is a term of the form q or l+q with q~B. 
(ii) Let x,ye R be in normal form. Let m 1 be a monomial of x, m 2 be a monomial of y and 
suppose there is a monomial n~l such that nkl=m ~ and nk2=m2for some monomials k1, k 2. 
Then nklk2 is a common monomial of both xk2 and ykl. We call xk2+yk I a superposition 
of x and y on n. By (x,y) we denote the set of all superpositions of x and y. If there is no 
such monomial n, then <x,y) = O. 
0ii) Let x,y be clause terms. We call x and y resolvable if there is apeB such that x=px' and 
y=(l+p)y' and x'y'*O. Then x'y' is called the resolvent of x and y. Since there can be only 
onep with this property, the resolvent of two clause terms is uniquely determined. 
In view of the result 3.1 and 3.3 we use the terms resolvent and superposition for ideals as well 
as for terms. 
3.5 Lemma: 
Let x,ye R. 
(i) (x,y> ~ xR+yR. 
(ii) Let x and y be resolvable clause terms and let r be their resolvent. Then rexR+yR. 
Proof: (i) follows immediately from the deffmition. 
(ii) Let x=px' and y=(l+p)y' with peB and x',y'eR, Then xy'+yx' = px'y'+(l+p)y'x' = x'y' = r. 
The basic idea of the completion method is revealed by the following 
3.6 Theorem: (K~pur & Narendran 1985) 
Let  p,p~ .... ,p~e R. Then p and the Pi correspond in a canonical way to propositional formulae 
P', P l ' ,  .... Pk'. If p~P lR+ ...+Pk R, then 
~pl '  /~ ... A ~pk" ~ ~p '  
is a valid formula of propositional calculus. 
This can also be formuiated in the following way: l_fplR + ...pkR ---R, then ~pl '^ . . .^~p k" 
must be unsatisfiable, since we can deduce verything from this fommla. Since an ideal containing 1
is already the whole ring, we can reduce the proof task to the question, whether lep lR + ...pt.R, 
which is the basis for the completion approach to theorem proving. 
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3.7 Definition: 
(i) An ideal I is called a clause ideal, iff it is generated by a clause term, i.e. I=cR, where c is a 
clause term. 
(ii) A maximal clause ideal below I is a clause ideal C such that for each clause ideal D with 
C ~ D ~ 1 either C=D or D=I holds. If I is a maximal clause ideal below R, we simply say 1 
is a maximal clause ideal. 
3.8 I.~mma: 
The maximal clause ideals are those of the form qR, where q is a literal. 
3.9 Definition; 
Two ideals I and J are called eornplementary, iff I+J=R and It'if= {0}. We write I~=R in this case. 
3.10 Lemma: 
Each ideal xR has exactly one complement, namely (1 +x)R, 
Proof." a) xR + (l+x)R = R. Let a~xRc~(l+x)R. Then a=xr=(l+x)s for some r,seR. Then we have 
xr = s+x.f, which gives s=x(r+s). Hence a=(l+x)x(r+s)=O. Thus we have derived xRn(l+x)R = 
[0}, that is, (l+x)R is a complement ofxR. 
b) Let l=xR andJ=yR. Suppose I+J=R and It-if=[0}. Since xye Ic'x/, we have xy=0. Furthermore 
xR+yR=IR implies l=x+y+xy -- x+y and hence y=l +x. 
3.11 Corollary: 
C is a maximal clause ideal, iff the complement of C is a maximal clause ideal, too. 
From lemma 3.5 we know, that the resolvent of two clause ideals must be below the sum of 
these two ideals. The following theorem specifies the relation between the resolvent and the sum of 
two clause ideals. It turns out that the re.solvent is a maximal clause ideal below the sum of the two 
ideals. 
3.12 Th~0r~m; 
Let I=xR and J=yR be clause ideals. Suppose that x and y are resolvable and let w be a resolvent of 
x andy. 
(i) If there is a clause ideal C with l c C ~ l+J, then wR=C. In particular, if l+J is a clause ideal, 
then it is generated by the resolvent of x and y. (This is illustrated by figure la) 
(ii) If there is any clause ideal C with wR ~ C ~ l+J, then C=wR, i.e. wR is a maximal clause 
ideal below l+J. In particular, wR cannot be contained in I or in J. (This is illustrated by 
figure lb). 
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Figure I 
Proof." Since x and y are resolvable, there must be some bE~, such that x=br and y-- ( l+b)s with 
clause terms r and s, such that b does not divide r and l+b does not divide s. Then xy=0. Let 
l+J--zR. This implies z=x+y+xy-.x+y. Now b cannot be a divisor of s, since y#0.  Hence we have 
z = x+y = br + bs + s with bs+s~O. 
(i) Le t  C=cR be a clause ideal with IcC~__l+J. Then z must divide c and c divides x. LetB:=bR.  
Thus z+B divides c+B in R/B. From z+B = s+B follows that s+B divides c+B inR/B, hence c = 
su I + by I for some u l ,v l~R.  Let Q:=( I+b)R.  Then z+Q divides c+Q inR IQ and z+Q = 
r+(r+s)( l  +b) + Q = r+Q. Thus we have c = ru2+(l +b)v 2 for some uz,v2eR. If cEB then c = bc = 
bru 2, but since I is a proper subideal of C, the clause term c must be a proper divisor of the clause 
term x which is a contradiction to c=bru 2. But c cannot be in Q either, for otherwise c could not 
divide x. We know that c divides x=br, hence bc also divides br. Together with bc = bru 2 this yields 
bc = br and since c and r are clauses that do not contain the literal b nor l+b, we have c=r. In the 
same way we obtain c(l+b) = (l+b)su I and since c and s are clauses not containing l+b, we know 
that s is a divisor of c=r. Thus the resolvent w of x and y must be r and wR=C. 
(ii) Let  C=cR be a clause ideal between wR and l+J, LetB:=bR and Q:=(I+b)R. Then as in part (i) 
we obtain c=suj+bv I --ru2+(l +b)vt, hence also cb=ru2b and c(1 +b)=sul(l +b). Since wR~C, we 
obtain that c divides w=rs and this implies that c cannot have b nor l+b as a divisor. Thus r divides 
c and s divides c, together with the fact that c divides rs, we obtain c=rs. 
Maximal clause ideals are also a means to characterize a representation f propositional formulae, 
the so called "prime implicants", cf. Quine (1959). If Fis  a propositional formula, then a c/ause 6', 
which is implied by .if,, is called a prime implicant of ~, if no clause C" with C'cC is implied by 
The set of prime implicants is used to minimize logical expressions. Let F be a propositional 
formula  and let (C1 .... Cn} be the set of its prime implicants, Now it is easy to see that 
{~CI(P . . . . .  Cn~0 }is the set of maximal clause ideals below (~FA0. 
4.Comparing Superpositlon and Resolution 
In this chapter we investigate the relation between the superposition operation in boolean rings 
and the resolution operation in boolean algebras. Kapur & Narendran (1985) proved that a 
resolution step of two clauses always can be simulated by a superposition step. The converse of this 
proposition cannot be true in general, since superposing two clause terms not necessarily results in a 
clause term. 
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We will show that in Hsiang's N-strategy there is a correspondence b tween sequences of 
superposifions and a single hyperresolution step. Furthermore we will provide an example showing 
that there cannot be such a correspondence in the general case (without he N-strategy). 
In the following all superpositions are superpositions of an arbitrary term with an N-term, 
according to the N-strategy, 
4.1 Definition; 
Let re R and let M be a set of  monomials of R. 
(i) We write r-~ Ms iff there is some me M such that se (r,m). 
(ii) We write r~ Ms iff r--->~ s and the superposition is made on one variable. 
(iii) "->*M and ~*M denote the reflexive, transitive closure of -'->M and ~M, respectively. 
(iv) Let P ~ B and let m=Pv..Pn be a monomial such that pie P for each iE ( 1,.,n}. Then we call 
m a monomial  in P. We call m P-free, iff m is a monomial in B~.  
IfM={m}, we write r-->ms and analogously for the other relations. 
4.2 I_.emma: 
Let m be a monomial and x~ R. 
(i) Suppose there is a monomial q dividing both x and m. Then any superposition of x and m on 
q yields a multiple of m. 
(ii) Suppose there is some pe B, such that p divides m and l+p divides x. Then any superposition 
of x and rn on a p-free monomial yields a multiple of m. 
Proof: (i) Let z be the result of a superposition of x and m on q. Then there are monomials m~ and 
ra 2 and some t~ R such that x=qml+qt and m=qm2 and z=xm2+mral= qtm2=mt. 
(ii) Let z be the result of a superposifion of x and m on the p-free monomial n. Then ra=pnml for 
some monomial  ml and z=xpml+mm 2 for some monomial m2. Then the result follows from 
xpm l=O. 
Lemma 4.2 provides two kinds of superpositions that generate only redundant erms (the 
corresponding clauses are subsumed clauses). We will call such superpositions tr iv ia l  
superpos i t ions in the following. 
4,3 Definition: 
Let x be a clause term and let D:-- {d l,..,dn} be a set of monornials. Let Yl =x. If for each ie { 1,..,n} 
there is a resolvent Yi+l ofYiand d i and d := Yn+I is a monomial, then we call d a (negative) 
hyperresolvent ofx and D. 
It is easy to see that this definition of  hyperresolution is equivalent to that of Chang & Lee 
(1973). 
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d..4 Lemma: 
Let c = (l+bl)...(l+b n) and let D:={d 1..... d,,}be a set of monomials in {bl,..,bn} , such that 
C "")d I Cl "')d2 "'" "')dm Cmm 1 
Tl~en 
(i) [bl,..,bs] ~ D. 
(ii) Each superposition (cl,di+l) is made on di+l. 
Proof." (i) First we remark that cdff-O for eachj~ { 1..n}. From the assumption follows that 
cR + ~m=i djR = R 
The generating element of the ideal ~_~lm._l djR is d:=l+(l+dl)...(l+dra ). Since cd--O, we have 
c+d= 1. From this follows 
(1) (l +b~)...(l +b,O = c = (l +d~)...(: +a,O 
Suppose there is some j, such that bj#d k for all ke { 1..n}. For each d k choose some 
r,~ {b],..,bn}\{bj} which is a divisor of d k. This is possible for all dk, since there is no k, such that 
dk--bj. Then ( l+dk) ( l+rD=l+r  k and (l+bl)...(l+b n) (l+rk)= (l+bl)...(l+bn). We multiply 
equation (1) with ~m=l  (l+rt0 obtaining 
(1 +b j)...(: +b,,) = (: +r~).. 4: +r,,,) 
where rk~ {bl,,.,bn}k{bj}, which is a contradiction. Hence bj~ {dl,..,dm} for al l j~ { 1..n}. 
(ii) Suppose the superposition (ck,dk+l) is made on a monomial m, whiela is a proper divisor of 
dk+l. Since c k e cR+dlR +..,+dlfl, there are ro,..,rk~ R with c~ cro+dlr l+...+dkrl~. Let dk+l=md' 
with a monomial d'~:l in {bl..bn}. Then ck+t = cgl'+ d,+lc" for some c', From cd'=O now follows 
ck+l~ dlR+...+dk+lR and l=cm~ ck+lR+dl~+zR+..+dmR= dl +..+dmR, which is a contradiction. 
4.5 Corollary: 
T 
Let c and D satisfy the assumptions of 4.4. Then there is a subsetD'ofD such that 
C=:O D, C 1 :Z~D,,,,=O D, Ck= l 
Proof" Replace every step cj-->a cj+l, where d = H~n=113k with 13k e { bi .... bs}, by the step cj =~1 
c)+ 1, which is posssible, since [~IED, We only have to show that cj+j~ (cj,~l }. We have 
c:+lE (cj, cO and according to 4.4 (ii) the overlap is made on d. From this follows the existence of a 
monomial  m~ and a term t~R with cj = dml+t = ~l...~3am~+t and ci+l=cj+dm t = c1§ ~31...~3nm 1 
which shows cj+l~ (cj,~l). 
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4.6 Lemma: 
Let c = (l+bl)...(l+b n)and let D be a set of  monomials in {bl,..,bn}, such that 
C'-) D C 1 --->D...--->D C,k=m 
and m is a monomial. Then m=l. 
Proof: Let m be a monomial with o--~*D m. We can write m in the form m--c+e~+...+ej: with 
monomials ez~l in {bl,..,bn} for all i~ { 1 .... k}. Since cb=O for all monomials b~l in {bl .... b~}, 
we have cm=c. Now suppose m*l. Then m is a monomial in {bl,..,b,~}, which implies mc=O, and 
this yields the contradiction c=O. 
4,7 Lemma: 
Let c = (l+b~),..( l+b~) and let d be a monomial in {b I .... bn}. Furthermore suppose p is a 
monomial withpc-~'-O and q ~B\{bl,..,bn]. Suppose all superpositions are not trivial. Then 
(i) <pc, qd) = (pqc, do 
(tO Oc, z> =,<c, do 
(~) <pc, qa~ = pq <c, do 
Proof." (i) Let z~ <pc, qdo. Assume q does not divide p. Then q cannot occur in the normal form of 
pc, hence the monornial m, on which the superposition has been made, cannot contain q. Then there 
are monomials nl, n2 and some te R such that pcfpmnl+pt and dfmn 2 and zffipcqn2+qdpn 1. But 
pqc=pqmnl+pqt and hence ze ~pqc,d). The converse can be shown in the same way. 
Now assume q divides p. Then there is a q-free monomial Pl with P=Plq and there are monomials 
m, ni, n2 and a term t withpcfplqc=plqmnl+ plqt and qdfqmn 2 such that 2=plqtn 2. Since the 
overlap is not trivial m~l must hold. In this case the overlap is made either on m or on mq. Since qd 
is a monomiat, n2 can be chosen such that d=mn2. Now it is easy to see that ze(pc, do=<pqc, O 
with an overlap on m. Again the converse can be shown in the same way. 
(ii) Let ze <pc, dO. Then there is a monomial m such that pc=pm+pn I and d=mn 2and z=pcn2+d p 
=p(cn2+d) e p<c, cO. 
(iii) Follows from (i) and (ii). 
4,8 Theorem: 
Let c = al..am(l+b2)...(l+b,,) bea clause term and let D be a set of monomials, such that 
C-'-> D C 1 --->D..,---~D c~d 
where d is a monomial, and all superpositions are not trivial. Then there are cl',..,ck', d' and a 
subset D' of D, such that 
C ~D'  C'1 =~D""~D ' C'k=d', 
and d" is a monomial dividing d. Moreover, d" is the hyperresolvent of c and D. 
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Proof: Suppose that 
c -">dl Cl ---~d 2 "'--'>dk Ck = d 
We can decompose each dj into the form d~=ajl3j, where o~j,~j are monomials and =j is {bt,..,bn}- 
free and i3j is a monomial in {bl,..,bn}. Lety= (l+bl)...(l+b n)and let/sj = 13j for al l je { 1,..,k}. 
From lemma 4.7 now follows that there is a chain 
7 "~Sx 71 -'~2 ""--~Sk '?k =/5 
and/5 is a monomial. This is the following situation: 





The construction of the chain implies that d = 8a l..arnal..ak, According to lemma 4.6 8=1 must 
hold, hence d = al..am a l . .a  k. According to 4.5 there exists a subset A' of A:={81,..,Sk} such 
that 
y =:~'Ao 71 =:~A,...:=~A, "~k = 1 
Let ~ be a mapping on A such that 5j~ is the element of A' with ~-1' =~Sj~ YJ'" 
Again lernma 4.7 implies that by multiplying each 8j with ~ ttds chain can be transformed back into 
the following chain, where D'={Sjaj I 5jeA'} 
' ' d ' ,  C =r#'D,C 1 =:~DP'":=#D ' Ck m 
It only remains m show that d'  divides d. According to the construction of this chain we have 
d'=aj..amatx..akx and since {at=..ak~ } ~ {al..ak} we are done. 
Moreover, the construction above shows that d' is the hyperresolvent of c and D. 
We want to extend the result above to full predicate logic. To this purpose we first define the 
deduction relation for ftrst order terms. Hence from now on all terms are first order terms and the 
superposition is defined as in 2.2 for first order predicate logic. In order to prove the main result, 
factoring must be built in the deduction relation. 
4.9 Definition: 
(i) Let m be an N-term. If there is a most general unifier 0 of a set of atoms of m, we call m0 a 
factor of m. 
(i.i) Let x be an arbitrary term and let m be an N-term. We define x "~m Y, iff y is the result of a 
superposition ofx and m, a superposition ofx and a factor of m, a superposition of a factor of 
x and m or a superposition of a factor ofx with a factor of m and analogously for x ~m Y. 
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4. I0 Lemma; (Lifting ]emma for N-su~ert)ositionsb 
Let x',y' be clause terms and let m' be a monomial such that x' ~m' Y" holds. Suppose that x' and 
m'  are instances of clause terms x and m, respectively and x has no proper factor. Then there is a 
clause term y such that y' is an instance ofy  and x -->mY holds. The same holds for the ~-relation. 
Proof." ,Analogous to the proof of the lifting lemma for resolution, el. e.g. Chang & Lee (1973). 
4,11 Definition; 
Let x and y be first order monomials, We say that x subsumes y, iff there is a substitution r such 
that xcp is a divisor ofy.  
4,12 Theorem; 
Let c = al. .am(l+bz). . . ( l+bn) be a first-order clause term and let D be a set of first-order 
monomials, such that 
C "-->D Cl "~D"'"~D Ck~-d 
where d is a monomial and all superpositions are not trivial. 
Then there are cl',..,ck', d" and a subset D '  o lD,  such that 
c =~D' C'1 ~D' . . .~D'  c'k=d', 
and d" is a monomial which subsumes d. 
Proof." Let C--->D cl --->D...-'->D Ck = C~ml Cl --'>m2...--)m k c,=d and let o be a common instance of 
all substitutions used in this derivation. Then we obtain a derivation Cr d, 
where the unifier of  each super'position step is the identity substitution. Regarding all occurring 
variables as constants, we can apply theorem 4.8 to this derivation thus obtaining a derivation 
C(3~ml,,Cl"~m2,,...~mk; d", such that d" is a monomial dividing d. According to the lifting 
lemma, there is a sequence C~ml 'C l '~m2' . . .~m k' d' such that d"  is an instance of d', say 
d"=d'Nt. Now from d" divides d follows that d' subsumes d. 
The following example shows, that the theorem above does not hold for clauses with proper 
factors. 
4.13 Example: 
Let S --- {t,ml, m2, m~, m4} where 
t = l+Pax+Pyb+Qxy+PaxPyb+PaxQxy+PybQxy+ PaxPybQxy 
m I = PaxPyb, m 2 = PybQxy, 
m 3 = PaxQba, m 4 -- Qxy. 
We have the following deduction: 
t --->m 1t I -'~m2 12">m3 t3 "~m 4 14 ~- 1 
with 
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t I = l+Pax+Pyb+Qxy+PaxQxy+PybQxy 
t 2 = 1 +Pax+Pyb+Qxy+PaxQxy 
t3 = l +Qba 
The step t 2 -->m3 t3 cannot be dispensed with, since it corresponds toa factoring step of t2. 
With factoring of monomials the following deduction with one-atom superpositions is possible: 
ml :=~ral ml  ~ 
t z' t ~ml, t 1' =#nh, ~m4 t 4 -- 1 
with 
m 1' : Pab ---> O, 
tl" = l+Pyb+Qxy+PybQxy 
t2'= l+Qxy 
4,14 Theorem: 
Let S be a set of cIausal roles and D be an N-completion refutation of & i.e. a completion deduction 
of  the term 1 following the N-strategy. Then there is an N-refutation ~ such that each ~-step is a 
D-step and all superpositions are made on one atom. 
Proof." D is an N-refutation, hence one partner of each superposition is a monomial. If t is a non N- 
tertfi occurring in the deduction, then t can only overlap with N-terms. Let 
t---> t~ ~ ... - ->t .  
be the chain of all superpositions starting with t occurring in ~9. If t n 41, then the whole chain is 
redundant. Hence assume t, = 1. Let t k be the first monomial in this chain, which exists, since t,t is 
a monomial. Then, obviously, the chain t ---) t I ---> ... ~t~ satisfies the assumptions of theorem 4.9 
and we can delete all multiple-atom superpositions from this chain with resulting term tk' subsuming 
tk. Since D is completely composed of these chains, we obtain an N-refutation ~. 
4,15 Corollary; 
Suppose D satisfies the conditions of 4.14. Then the N-refutation D' corresponds to a 
hyperresolution refutation by removing trivial superpositions and multiple atom overlaps and 
collecting supcrpositions. 
This is a twofold result: First it shows how a completion refutation using the N-strategy can be 
transformed into a hyperresolution refutation. Second k says that all multiple atom overlaps can be 
substituted by one-atom overlaps without changing the deduction. The fact that one-atom overlaps 
require only Robinson unification, whereas multiple-atom overlaps require the more expensive BN- 
unification, shows the signif icance of the second result. 
The following example illustrates the transformation f a completion deduction into a hyper- 
resolution deduction. 
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4.16 Example: 
Let gbe  the clause set { C 1, C 2, C~, C4, (?5, Ca} of clauses with 6"1 =pwv--,r, C 2 = --,pv--,q, C s = 
--,pv--~u, C4=-r Cs=r, C6=u. These clauses correspond to the following boolean ring terms: 
c l=pqr+pr+qr+r, c2--19q, c:'pu, c4=q, c5=r+1 and c6=u+1. 
One possible N-completion deduction of 1 is shown in figure 2a. The transformation f this 
deduction i to a hyperresolution deduction (figure 2b) is done as follows: 
The step 
pqr +pr +qr+r --9vq r+pr + r 
is replaced by the step 
pqr+pr +qr+r ~va qru+pru+ru 
Then the sequence 
pqr+pr+qr+r ~vu qru+pru+ru ~pu qru+ru ~q ru 
corresponds tothe hyperresolution step 
{p vqv--,r, --,p v--,u, --,q} with resotvent --,rv-,u 
I pqr+pr+qr+r IXl "~N 
pr+qr+r pu 
qra+m q 
r+l e~ x . ,  ~ 
u+l  ^  V "~" "" "" ,..,/u 
Figure 2 




The other superposition steps already correspond toresolution steps. 
An equivalent to 4.8 for arbitrary superpositions (without N-strategy) cannot hoId, as the 
following example shows. It presents a completion deduction which is shorter than any resolution 
deduction can be. 
4.17 Example: 
Let She  the set [ C~, C 2, C s, C4, Ca} of clauses with C1--pv--,qvr, C2=--,pvqv-,r, Cs=--,pv--,q, 
C4=qvr, Cs=pv.-,r. These clauses correspond to the following boolean ring terms: 
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c I =pqr+pq+qr+q, c2=pqr+pr , cz=pq, c#=qr+q+r+l, cs--pr+r. We have the following completion 
deduction of 1: 
pr+qr+pq+q ~ ( pqr+pq+qr+q, pqr+pr )
pr+qr+q ~ (pr+qr+pq+q, pq) 
pr+qr+q+l ~ { qr+q+r+l,pr+r) 
1 E (pr+qr+q+l,pr+qr+q) 
But there does not exist any resolution deduction of the empty clause consisting of four resolution 
steps (el. Shostak (1979)). 
Shostak (1979) shows the following 
4.18 Theorem; 
Suppose S is a minimal inconsistent set of n clauses uch that no single atom occurs in every clause 
and CvD is a tautology for all C~S, DeS with C#D. Then any resolution deduction must use at 
least one clause of S more than once, i.e. any resolution deduction has more than n-1 steps. 
Example 4.17 is just a particular ease of this theorem. In the following we show that the 
assumptions of theorem 4.18 guarantee that there is a completion deduction of length n-l, which 
yields a whole class of clause sets, where completion refutation and resolution refutation behave 
totally different. 
4.19 Lemma: 
Let / /  ..... I n be ideals of R with 11~...~I n = R. Let I k = xj~R for ke { 1..n}. Then for eachjE { 1..n} 
there is a ke { 1..n} such that xivxk+ x)x k ~ {xj, xl~ }. 
Proof." Since ly~l  k = {0}, we have x~k=O for all j ,k~ { 1..n} with j-~k. Furthermore from 11+...+1 n 
= R follows xl+...+xn=l. Let j~ {1..n} and let m be some monomial in x/. Suppose there is no 
k~ { 1..n}\{j} such that x k contains m. But then m must occur in xl+...+x ,, hence xl+...+xn~l, 
which is a contradiction. Hence there is some k such that xk contains the monomial m. But then the 
superposition of xj and xk on m yields x~+xk. 
Let I 1 ..... I n be ideals of R with I 1~. . .~ I  n =R.  Let/t, = x~R for ke {1..n}. Then there is a 
permutation x of the set { 1,.n} and elements Yl,..,Yn.1 such that 
Yle (Xl~, Xz~ ), Yz e (Yl, x3= ) ..... Yn-1 e (Yn-2, xn~ ) 
arid yn.l=l. 
In other words, if Cis a contradictory set o fn  ground clauses, such that CvD is a tautology for 
all CE ~ De Cwith C~D, then there exists a completion deduction of the empty rule of length n-1. 
Shostak's theorem can also be proved within the framework of boolean rings: 
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Let l=xR and J=yR be nontrivial clause ideals in R and let x=px' and y= (l+p)y" with p~ Band 
clause terms x" and y'. Let w be the resolvent of x and y. Then l+J=.wR iff x'=y', 
Proof: If x~y '  theft w = x'y' = x" = px'+x'+px" =px'+y'+py' = x+y+xy. 
Conversely let x'y' = px'+y'+py'. We have 
x'y'+px' = py%y' 
Let q be a literal dividing x', q divides the left hand side, hence also the right hand side of the 
equation. Thus q divides y'( l+p) which implies either q divides y' or q=l+p. But the latter cannot 
be the case, since otherwise x=0, which is a contradiction. 
Now assume there is a literal q dividing y'. We have 
x 'y '+ py '+y '  = px' 
and either q divides x" or q=p. Since y-~0, we have q-cp and hence q divides x'. 
Since x'  and y" can be represented uniquely in a clause form, we have shown that x~y'. 
Proof o f  4.18: 
Let S be a minimal inconsistent set of n clauses uch that CvD is a tautology for all Ce S, DE S with 
CcD. Suppose there is resolution deduction D of n-1 steps, i.e. each clause in S is used only orme, 
We show that there must be an atom occurring in every clause of $. The n clauses correspond to 
ideals 11 .... ,I n and 
I i$ . . .O In=R 
holds. Since each ideal is used only once, we can remove the parent ideals after each resolutiort step. 
Then after the k-th step of D we have some set J1,...,]n.k of ideals with J j  ~) ... @ Jn-k -- R. Let the 
(k+l)-th step be the resolution between Jl andJ  2 yielding K. We know that K..~_/+J. Suppose this is 
a proper set inclusion. But then K ~ J3 $ ... ~ Jn-k c R and no more refutation is possible. Hence 
we have K=I+J. According to lemma 4.21 each literal of K occurs in both I and J. 
The last step of  the refutation ~D must be a resolution between some clause p and l+p. The argument 
above shows that each ancestor of p must contain the literal p and each ancestor of l+p must contain 
l§ 
The following lemma states that the condition that some atom occurs in every clause is a 
sufficient condition for the existence of a resolution refutation using each clause only once. 
4,22 Lemma: 
Let S be a minimally inconsistent clause set of length n. If there is an atom p, which occurs in every 
clause of  S, then there is a resolution refutation of S, consisting of n-1 steps. 
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Proof." Suppose there is an atom p occurring in every clause of S. We prove that S can be refuted 
with n-1 steps by induction on n. For n=2 the claim is obviously true. Let S + be the set of elanses of 
S, in which p occurs with positive sign and S- the set of clauses of S, in which p occurs with 
negative sign. Clearly, S + u {~p} is inconsistent. Then the set SP := {Ck{p] I Ce S § is 
inconsistent, too and it admits a refutation in ISpI-1 = IS+I - 1 steps. Adding the literalp to all clauses 
in this deduction, we obtain a deduction o fp  in IS+I - 1 steps. In the same way we obtain from S" a 
deduction of ~p in IS-I - 1 steps. Together this yields a refutation of S = S+uS - in IS+I - 1+ IS-I - 
1+1 = ISI- 1 steps. 
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